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It is, perhaps, the personal experiences shared 
that are particularly revealing and these individual 
perspectives will resonate with a great many readers. 

As a leading bank, proud to work closely with the not 
for profit independent school sector, we recognise 
many of the issues explored in this report and  
look forward to considering the findings with  
our commercial services clients. 

Ten Trends goes a long way to support us in our  
roles and in our understanding of the sector today.  
It is an essential reference tool and provokes all of us 
involved in schools, and I include myself as Provost 
of Eton, to think about how we lead, develop and 
prepare for the future. 

Since its first edition two years ago, Ten Trends 
continues to make an impact across the independent 
school sector. 

As Chairman of Coutts, I am delighted to be closely 
involved with the latest edition and to have seen the 
work of RSAcademics, and of my team at Coutts, to 
bring this important research together.

Ten Trends 2017/18 provides a compelling insight 
into the remarkable robustness of the independent 
education sector but also demonstrates how schools 
may need to adapt to remain resilient and relevant. 

The continual challenges schools face – concerns with 
the curriculum, affordability of fees, raising funds, 
governance and compliance – are ever present, 
but are now set against the challenging backdrops 
of internationalisation and Brexit. These external 
pressures and demands are explored in this report. 

LORD WALDEGRAVE

foreword

“�
TEN TRENDS 2017/18 PROVIDES A COMPELLING INSIGHT INTO THE REMARKABLE ROBUSTNESS 

OF THE INDEPENDENT EDUCATION SECTOR BUT ALSO DEMONSTRATES HOW SCHOOLS MAY 
NEED TO ADAPT TO REMAIN RESILIENT AND RELEVANT. 



It is said that the mind has a great capacity to block out 
the tough stuff and remember just the best bits. We 
are certainly guilty of that. We loved the compliments 
and praise on the book; we relished the requests to 
do another; we smiled with pleasure as school after 
school ordered one copy and then came back for more 
– often ordering a copy for every governor and every 
member of SMT. We fell for it all hook, line and sinker. 
So, early in 2016, we met again and planned our next 
edition. We fought over which ten trends to research. 
Coutts most generously once again agreed to sponsor 
us and support us through the process. We appointed 
researchers, writers, editors and designers. We felt 
excited and inspired. And then we remembered – and it 
all came flooding back. This time the research demands 
were so great that we had to delay the publication by 
some months; this time some writers had to cancel 
holidays and face the wrath of their families; this time 
our editor, Heather Styche-Patel, had to lock herself in 
her study for weeks at a time. 

After a far longer gestation period than originally 
planned, the book has been born and it is with pleasure 
that we now present you with Ten Trends 2017/2018. 
Once again we intend this to be a snapshot of ten 
important trends, designed to re-open conversations, 
to lead to a bit more questioning and analysis, to assist 
heads by informing governors. Every chapter could 
have been three times as long but we prefer the lighter 
touch approach and hope you do too: the report is 
written for busy people. 

There is always a danger with a snapshot that it can 
only be that – a view taken at a particular moment. This 
was written before the A-Level and GCSE results 2017 
come out and so cannot include all the observations 
and commentary which will inevitably follow. The 
chapter on the political climate must stay current and 
so we have made that an online chapter, accessed 
with a password via our website. This part hard copy/
part online is an experimental approach: ‘blended 
publishing’ we might call it.

There are many people to thank but top of the list must 
be Heather Styche-Patel, who is our superhero editor. 
Her family also deserve our thanks – and apologies - 
as they have barely seen her for months. The chapter 
authors include Jonathan Watts, Durell Barnes, Rachel 
Hicks, Debra Price, Russell Speirs, Rob Holroyd and 
Barry Speirs – all of whom have been brilliant to 
work with. Our thanks go, too, to David James who 
led a fascinating discussion on the Changing Political 
Landscape, as you will see in that chapter. Our thanks 
also go to Julia Burns, Kevin Riley, Mike Abraham 
and Nina Lambert for extracting so much valuable 

information from our extensive interviews. Kelly 
Castelete has led the the design discussions with 
creativity and patience – a powerful combination. 

Stephen Roberts, Aaron Ashton, John Dunston and 
Louise Peddie have all contributed greatly as have the 
RSAcademics administration team who have assisted 
at every stage. Bill Inge has been our proof reader, 
often working at very short notice. 

Finally, huge thanks are once again due to the Coutts 
team who have been wonderfully supportive the whole 
way through. They have a genuine interest in schools 
and education and have both hosted and participated 
in a number of our discussions. 

It is said that readers should aim to take away from a 
book/lecture/experience just three valuable pointers 
or ideas and that seeking more is counter productive. 
We hope that this report will prove this theory wrong. 

CLAIRE OULTON 
Series Editor

BACK IN 2014, WHEN RUSSELL SPEIRS FIRST MENTIONED THE IDEA OF A SNAPSHOT LOOK 
AT WHAT IS HAPPENING ACROSS THE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL SECTOR, HE COULD NOT 
HAVE DREAMED OF THE SUCCESS OF THE SUBSEQUENT PUBLICATION ‘TEN TRENDS 2015’. 
BUT NOR COULD HE HAVE DREAMED OF THE INTENSITY OF RESEARCH AND READING 
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THE REPORT. 
The researchers undertook hundreds of phone calls, meetings and interviews and read and digested 
thousands of pages of research. It was a mammoth undertaking, far greater than anything which we 
had forecast in our sweet naivety. How then could we find ourselves here again?

introduction

7

“�
EVERY CHAPTER COULD HAVE BEEN THREE 
TIMES AS LONG BUT WE PREFER THE LIGHTER 
TOUCH APPROACH AND HOPE YOU DO TOO: 
THE REPORT IS WRITTEN FOR BUSY PEOPLE.

“�
ONCE AGAIN WE INTEND THIS TO BE A 
SNAPSHOT OF TEN IMPORTANT TRENDS, 
DESIGNED TO RE-OPEN CONVERSATIONS, 
TO LEAD TO A BIT MORE QUESTIONING AND 
ANALYSIS, TO ASSIST HEADS BY INFORMING 
GOVERNORS.

6
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WHAT ARE SCHOOLS 
TEACHING? HOW IS  

THIS CHANGING? IS THE 
CURRICULUM PROVIDING 
THE FUTURE SKILLS OUR 

STUDENTS REQUIRE?

Some of the major questions about the curriculum 
which are being posed today include:

•  What is the role of the school curriculum and 
how is it determined?

•  How can the curriculum promote the learning  
of the skills needed for life and work in the  
21st century?

•  What subjects are pushing their way into the 
curriculum – and what are the practical issues 
involved?

•  How are schools responding to the need for 
change and innovatory thinking? Are different 
types of school responding in different ways?

The purpose of this chapter is to tackle directly or 
implicitly some of these questions. In conducting 
our research for this chapter we spoke to 
employers, universities and school leaders. We 
chose not to speak to students, as we thought 
schools would wish to do this themselves.

The findings of our research need to be set against 
the current educational context. Many quotations 
are used below and we have left them both many 
and long because they set the scene so well.

“�
How can the curriculum promote 

the learning of the skills needed for 
life and work in the 21st century?



SENIOR SCHOOLS

Some schools have directly addressed the need to 
develop skills, often by restructuring the tutor system. 
For example, one large co-ed boarding and day school 
comments:

“�We�scaffold�independence.�Year�12�pupils�are�attached�to�

one�of�their�A-Level�teachers,�attending�junior�lessons,�

acting�as�a�TA�and�teaching�some�lessons,�with�formal�

feedback.�The�Pupil�Voice�is�very�important;�the�School�

Council�is�involved�in�watching�teachers�on�interview�and�

reports�back�to�the�Head.”

At another large co-ed senior school there has been 
‘a definite shift away from ‘learned helplessness’ to a 
more proactive approach to make pupils ready for the 
harsh realities of life. There is a coaching programme 
and the role of the sixth form tutor has changed; tutors 
now have two timetabled periods with their tutees to 
oversee EPQ and cover IB extra-curricular elements. 
The school has introduced a Skills Passport to allow 
recording and conscious reflection on the skills pupils 
are acquiring. Staff are very positive; indeed ‘the 
impetus has come from the staff not the SLT’.

One large co-ed day school bravely feels: 

“�Soft-skills�are�more�important�than�grades�and�everyone�

is�seen�as�a�potential�leader�in�schoolwide�programmes�of�

co-curricular�development.”

Some schools are perhaps a little more conventional 
but still interesting in their response, as in one 
predominantly boarding co-ed school:

“�We�develop�skills�through�breadth�of�experience,�holistic�

education,�diversity�in�a�boarding�school�setting,�drama,�

sport�and�music.”

While at a large co-ed day school:

“�Some�skills�are�taught,�others�bound�up�in�the�culture�of�

the�school,�e.g.�success�in�whatever�area�pupils�enjoy�and�

are�good�at,�with�recognition�by�the�community.”

Other schools feel skills are developed through such 
means as a ‘Global Citizenship Project’; support for 
third world schools; and via a ‘Confidence for Life 
Programme’. Those teaching IB believe that skills are 
an inherent part of the educational programme.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS IN SCHOOLS

Our research illustrated the variety of ways in which schools are helping pupils to develop skills.

18 19

trend 1

PREP SCHOOLS

Prep schools are particularly keen to emphasise their 
commitment to skills development within academic 
and co-curricular programmes. This may be, in the 
words of a 3-11 day school:

“�Explicit� in� the� curriculum� offering� with� staff� heavily�

involved� in� embedding� a� love� of� learning.� Responsibility�

is� given� to� every� child� –� house� captains,� house� leaders,�

prefects,�sports�captains.�Every�child�contributes�and�they�

become�true�ambassadors�for�the�school.”

A day and boarding school with pupils from nursery 
to age 13 is similarly strong in its focus on skills:

‘�Education�is�more�than�just�imparting�a�body�of�

knowledge.�We�place�great�emphasis�on�the�development�

of�character�and�personality,�emotional�intelligence,�

enthusiasm,�being�prepared�to�give�things�a�go�and�

having�a�sense�of�place�and�purpose.�All�our�pupils�

develop�corporate�responsibility.’

One small boys’ school felt they wanted to produce 
‘boys who can think on their feet and adapt to 
changing situations, have empathy with their peers 
and with those less fortunate than themselves – 
humble, modest boys with a real sense of purpose 
and charity’.

Other schools feel skills are developed through 
specific activities such as entrepreneurship, running 
a charity, circle-time and life-skills projects and 
home-grown DofE-type activities.



ASSESSMENT
-EVIDENCE  

OF LEARNING
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HOW DO WE KNOW HOW MUCH OUR CHILDREN HAVE LEARNT?

Our understanding of the breadth, depth 
and range of functions of assessment has 
developed over the last few decades. In 
recent years, debate about both formative 
and summative assessment has dominated 
the education scene. Whilst we touch on 
formative assessment in this chapter, those 
we spoke to wanted to discuss summative 
assessment the most, so that is our main 
focus here.

Traditionally, assessment has focused on 
developing teaching practices that support 
students in completing assessment activities 
in certain places and at certain times – 
these are typically referred to as summative 
assessments (i.e. examinations). However, 
we have seen the emergence in recent years 
of formative assessment, i.e. an assessment 
of the learning that is taking place through 
the process of learning. 

This chapter went to press before the GCSE  

and A-Level results for 2017 were published.



trend 2

TESTING: THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT
The amount of national testing of pupils varies greatly across countries. 
For example, Singapore – which topped the 2015 OECD Programme for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) i rankings – tests at the end of the 
first phase of education (in Year 6), after the first four years of secondary 
education and then has a two-year examined curriculum between the 
ages of 16 and 19. In contrast, in Finland, which has also consistently been 
a strong performer in the PISA rankings, pupils are only tested in public 
examinations at the end of their schooling at the age of 18. However, there 
are informal and unpublished tests which enable schools and the Finnish 
Government to know how pupils and institutions are progressing at all 
stages.

Assessment is a feature of all schooling systems in the PISA participant 
countries:

“Standardised�tests�are�used�extensively�across�PISA-participating�countries�and�

economies.�In�about�five�out�of�six�school�systems,�at�least�half�of�students�are�

assessed�at�least�once�a�year�with�mandatory�standardised�tests,�and�in�about�three�

out�of�four�countries,�at�least�half�of�students�are�assessed�at�least�once�a�year�with�

non-mandatory�standardised�tests.”�PISA 2015 Results in Focus13

What is clear, however, is that the United Kingdom’s performance in the 
2015 PISA has failed to deliver the Government’s ambitions to secure the 
country’s place in the top performing education systems in the world:

“�The�average�Science,�Mathematics�and�reading�scores�of�pupils�in�England�have�

not�changed�since�2006.�Our�15-year-olds�continue�to�perform�significantly�

above�the�OECD�average�in�Science�whilst�they�remain�at�the�OECD�average�

for�Mathematics.�For�the�first�time�in�2015,�pupils�in�England�performed�

significantly,�but�only�just,�above�the�OECD�average�in�reading.

��Although�there�has�been�no�significant�change�in�England’s�absolute�score,�our�

performance�relative�to�other�countries�has�changed�since�2012�as�they�improve�

or�decline�around�us.�The�OECD�average�has�fallen�(but�only�significantly�in�

Science)�meaning�that�England’s�reading�performance�is�now�above�average�

despite�having�not�changed�since�2012,�and�our�relative�Science�position�has�

increased�compared�to�2012�as�other�countries’�average�scores�have�dropped.�

Whilst�performance�in�England�has�not�changed,�there�have�been�changes�in�other�

parts�of�the�United�Kingdom,�notably�declines�in�average�Science�performance�in�

Scotland�and�Wales.”�—DfE Achievement of 15-year-olds in England: PISA 2015 

National Report14

SCIENCE READING MATHEMATICS

Mean score in PISA 2015 Mean score in PISA 2015 Mean score in PISA 2015

OECD average 493 493 490

Singapore 556 535 564

Japan 538 516 532

Estonia 534 519 520

Chinese Taipei 532 497 542

Finland 531 526 511

Macau (China) 529 509 544

Canada 528 527 516

Vietnam 525 487 495

Hong Kong (China) 523 527 548

B-S-J-G (China) 518 494 531

Korea 516 517 524

New Zealand 513 519 495

Slovenia 513 505 510

Australia 510 503 494

United Kingdom 509 498 492

Germany 509 509 506

 Source: PISA Results in Focus 2015

 i  Launched in 2000, over half a million students from 72 countries take part in PISA tests to enable 

a comparison of academic performance of 15-year-olds. Assessments focus on key knowledge 

and skills in Science, Mathematics and reading. It is designed to highlight achievements of 

students in high-performing education systems and to support education planning and policy 

across the participating countries.

�THE UNITED 
KINGDOM’S 

PERFORMANCE 
IN THE 2015 PISA 
HAS FAILED TO 
DELIVER THE 

GOVERNMENT’S 
AMBITIONS TO 

SECURE THE 
COUNTRY’S 

PLACE IN THE 
TOP PERFORMING 

EDUCATION 
SYSTEMS IN THE 

WORLD.
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Not every school feels this way, however. There are 
still heads, governors, registrars and others who seem 
embarrassed to have large numbers of international 
students, rather than celebrate their existence. But 
times are changing fast and many heads and parents 
now understand that the best education prepares 
children for a global world.

IT IS STRANGE TO BE WRITING THIS CHAPTER AGAINST THE 
BACKDROP OF BREXIT. AT A TIME WHEN OUR GOVERNMENT 
IS SEEKING TO MANAGE BRITAIN’S WITHDRAWAL FROM THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, UK INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS ARE INCREASINGLY 
PART OF A GLOBAL EDUCATION SECTOR AND OUR RESEARCH HAS 
FOUND THAT THERE IS CONSIDERABLE EXCITEMENT IN SCHOOLS 
ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF DEVELOPING GLOBAL AWARENESS AND 
INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING IN STUDENTS. 



99
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International mindedness is an inherent part of the IB programme but, for 
other schools who do not offer the IB, how can the same aims be met? 
How can children acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes which will 
prepare them to be successful and contribute positively to an increasingly 
complex and interconnected world? Below are a few ideas and suggestions, 
all of which are explained in more detail and illustrated with examples in a 
special supplement to this chapter:

INTERNATIONAL MINDEDNESS IN CHILDREN’S EDUCATION COULD BE ENCOURAGED BY:

•  using source material from around the world – from foreign currency in 
Maths lessons to foreign folk tales for inspiring creative writing

• recruiting more international teachers

• establishing a fair trade group

•  establishing or giving more emphasis to the Model United Nations 
programme

•  teaching more languages to more students, timetabled or as a club 
activity, including mother tongue

• guest speakers – from international business people to asylum seekers

• Current Affairs – making the subject more integral to the school day

•  establishing and promoting links with and visits to other schools abroad, 
such as those at Oakham School

•  building Peace and Global Awareness into the curriculum, as is the case 
at Sidcot School and Bedales School

•  running an international day, like the annual event at Kingswood School 
in Bath

•  facilitating international trips through organisations like Nomadic Tours 
or Buffalo.

UWC was founded in 1962 by Kurt Hahn with UWC 
Atlantic College in South Wales, opening that same 
year. The aim was to bring together young people 
from areas of post-war conflict to act as champions 
of peace through an education based on shared 
learning, collaboration and understanding.

It was 12 years before the second UWC was founded 
on Vancouver Island, inspired by and named 
after the Nobel Laureate for Peace and Canadian 
president, Lester B Pearson. Since then, more 
colleges have opened in Singapore, Swaziland, New 
Mexico, Italy, India, Hong Kong, Norway, Costa Rica, 
Bosnia Herzegovina, The Netherlands and Germany 
… and, more recently, Armenia, China, Thailand and, 
in the summer of 2017, Japan.

In the turbulent world of the 21st century, the aims 
and objectives are as relevant today as they were in 
1962 – perhaps even more so.

Most of the UWC schools have a relatively small 
student roll of around 250-300 16-19 year-olds, 
all of whom study the IB Diploma and a significant 
majority of whom benefit from funded scholarships. 
Some, most notably UWCSEA in Singapore with 
more than 5,000 students, cater for a wider 
age-range and operate a dual system of direct entry 
and international scholars.

Today:
• There are 17 UWC schools and colleges.

•  The movement is represented in more than 155 
countries through national committees which help 
with student selection and placement as well as 
fundraising.

•  More than 60,000 students from over 180 
countries have studied at UWC schools 
and colleges and attended the short course 
programmes.

UWC believes that, to achieve peace and a 
sustainable future, the values it promotes are 
crucial. These are:

• international and intercultural understanding

• celebration of difference

• personal responsibility and integrity

• mutual responsibility and respect

• compassion and service

• respect for the environment

• a sense of idealism

• personal challenge

• action and personal example.

www.uwc.org

UNITED WORLD COLLEGE – AN EDUCATION LIKE NO OTHER

Download the full supplement at www.rsacademics.co.uk/Ten-Trends-2017-18
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However, in our research we show that many school leadership teams 
have addressed the issue and are ready to move on, although some 
governors may be less confident and require further support. This does 
not detract from schools’ views that achieving the specificity required 
continues to soak up much staff resource. Moreover, other regulatory 
requirements such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
2018 are also having an impact. Nonetheless, it is increasingly accepted 
that meeting minimum standards, which is what the Independent School 
Standards Regulations (ISSR) constitute (like the more appropriately 
named National Minimum Standards for Boarding) is not an unreasonable 
expectation. This then allows the focus of schools’ efforts to be on 
providing high quality provision for the education and welfare of pupils.

IS THE SECTOR READY TO LEAVE BEHIND THE 
FEARS ABOUT THE REGULATORY BURDEN?
It has become a commonplace that independent schools resent, and 
sometimes struggle under, the burden of regulatory requirements and 
this has perhaps hijacked the debate about compliance and inspection 
and the agenda for discussion with Government. 

119

ARE SCHOOLS  
READY TO MOVE 

BEYOND



The introduction of the Leadership and Management 
Standard3 from January 2015 has made inspections 
even more ‘high stakes’ (Hopkins et al.4) as 
non-compliance in other areas can result in a failing 
here, which is a difficult finding for a school. It is then 
required to provide for the Department for Education 
(DfE) an action plan which will indicate how omissions 
are to be rectified and are likely then to be subject to a 
progress monitoring visit; this can be played out against 
unwelcome press attention and understandable 
concerns on the part of parents.

The phrasing of the Standard has itself posed 
challenges for school leaders and governors:

“�The�standard�about�the�quality�of�leadership�and�

management�is�met�if�the�proprietor�ensures�that�persons�

with�leadership�and�management�responsibilities�at�the�

school:

(a)��demonstrate�good�skills�and�knowledge�appropriate�to�

their�role�so�that�the�independent�school�standards�are�

met�consistently;

(b)��fulfil�their�responsibilities�effectively�so�that�the�

independent�school�standards�are�met�consistently;�and

(c)�actively�promote�the�well-being�of�pupils.”�5

This is part of a larger picture, however, as schools have 
found themselves confronting unpredictable changes 
to regulatory requirements and/or guidance as there 
is no set time of the year for these to be introduced. 
The advent of Regulatory Compliance Inspections (RCI) 
(introduced for all ISC schools from April 2016), with 
their binary ‘meets/does not meet the requirement’ 
reporting, has compounded this. The proliferation in 
recent years of emergency visits, undertaken without 
any notice, usually arising from concerns raised about 
safeguarding-related issues in schools, has heightened 
tension in this area.

Schools are well aware that compliance is not just 
about having appropriate policies, but also about their 
effective implementation. Not surprisingly, there is a 
demand for appropriate policy templates, which the 
inspectorate has hitherto not been able to supply, lest 
their inspectors end up inspecting the inspectorate’s 
own templates. As a result, many schools have looked 
for reassurance about their policy and practice, often 
from lawyers:

“�It�is�a�sign�of�the�times�that�the�'Pastoral'�team�of�school-

specialist�lawyers�I�joined�in�November�2014�is�now�the�

'Regulatory�Compliance'�team.�A�core�part�of�our�work�

is�helping�independent�schools�ensure�compliance�with�

regulatory�standards�and�dealing�with�the�increasingly�

toxic�fall-out�—�both�for�individuals�and�institutions�—�

of�non-compliance.” —Matthew Burgess, Partner, Veale 

Wasbrough Vizards 6

Even for those schools which have achieved 
compliance in a Regulatory Compliance Inspection, 
it is essential to maintain effective oversight, as the 
new Focused Compliance Inspections (introduced 
alongside Educational Quality Inspections from January 
2017 to alternate with RCIs) require inspectors to look 
in detail at the key regulatory requirements in terms 
especially of safeguarding, anti-bullying, complaints 
and information for parents. Inspectors also report on 
other regulatory requirements in terms of ‘no contrary 
indicators’, so arguably the pressure is not diminished. 
That is certainly how it is perceived on the ground.

ON THE GROUND
Against this background, our research has indicated that heads in 
particular have a relatively negative outlook as far as regulatory 
compliance issues are concerned. This is not confined to particular 
kinds of schools. Smaller schools, for example, often lament the 
regulatory burden which is placed on their limited number of 
senior staff. A typical comment was that:

“�...in�a�small�school�a�lot�falls�on�the�head’s�shoulders;��

I’m�sick�of�it!”�—Head, IAPS junior school

In larger schools, where this responsibility is more widespread, 
there can be other challenges, for example a reduction in central 
control. There is a general sense that onerous requirements are 
distracting:

“�(it)�has�taken�time�away�from�the�core�purpose�of�teaching�and�

learning.”�—Head, GSA all-through school

When asked if any regulations have had a positive impact, heads 
are evenly divided. Perhaps predictable responses included:

“�…�the�majority�have�little�regard�for�pupil�outcomes,�most�deal�with�

process,”�—Head, Society of Heads senior school

“�…�with�this�level�of�regulation�we�all�become�clones.”��

—Head, IAPS junior school

123

trend 4

FEARS

“�IN LARGER SCHOOLS, WHERE 
THIS RESPONSIBILITY IS MORE 

WIDESPREAD, THERE CAN 
BE OTHER CHALLENGES, FOR 

EXAMPLE A REDUCTION IN  
CENTRAL CONTROL.

122

Inspection of 
Standard 8 
(Leadership and 
Management) 
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Pilot Regulatory 
Compliance 
Inspections

Roll out of 
Regulatory 
Compliance 
Inspections

Pilot Focused 
Compliance 
Inspections and 
Educational 
Quality Inspections

Roll out of 
full two-part 
Inspection 
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September  
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January  
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PHILANTHROPY IN SCHOOLS: A TALE OF TWO CITIES?

“�It�was�the�best�of�times,�it�was�the�worst�of�times,�it�was�

the�age�of�wisdom,�it�was�the�age�of�foolishness,�it�was�

the�epoch�of�belief,�it�was�the�epoch�of�incredulity,�it�was�

the�season�of�Light,�it�was�the�season�of�Darkness,�it�was�

the�spring�of�hope,�it�was�the�winter�of�despair,�we�had�

everything�before�us,�we�had�nothing�before�us,�we�were�all�

going�direct�to�Heaven,�we�were�all�going�direct�the�other�

way.”�Great Expectations, Charles Dickens

 ten trends 2017/18
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According to Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) UK Giving 
2017, Britons donated £9.7 billion in 2016, with 4% of 
this sum supporting education causes and a further 
24% benefitting causes associated with children and 
young people.1

Charitable giving within the UK schools sector has 
risen from around £50 million in 2003 to over £211 
million between 2014 and 2016. So, has generating 
high levels of philanthropic income become the norm 
in schools?
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WHY FUNDRAISE?

King’s School, Bruton, a co-educational boarding 
and day school for around 350 pupils, is preparing 
to celebrate its 500th Anniversary in 2019, one of 
the few schools in the UK to celebrate such an 
important landmark. The Head, Ian Wilmshurst 
explained:

“�2019�will�see�the�whole�King’s�Bruton�community�

celebrating�the�School’s�500th�Anniversary.�This�

will�be�an�opportunity�to�remind�even�distant�

stakeholders�of�the�values�and�traditions�that�have�

sustained�the�School.�It�is�also�a�time�to�look�to�

the�future�and�further�improve�the�educational�

experience�of�every�pupil�for�many�generations�to�

come.”�

��The�occasion�of�the�500th�is�a�‘rallying�call’,�

reminding�stakeholders�of�everything�we�want�to�

achieve�for�our�School�community,�now�and�in�the�

future.�Part�of�the�500th�celebrations�will�include�

a�capital�campaign�to�raise�£1�million+�in�support�

of�the�creation�of�a�new�£3.5�million�Music�School�

in�the�historic�heart�of�the�School,�transforming�

an�eyesore�brown-field�site�into�an�impressive�and�

appealing�part�of�our�school�campus.”

The School has no significant endowment and 
the successful delivery of the 500th Capital 
Campaign is essential to ensure the timely 
delivery of the whole £3.5 million Music School 
project.

WHO LEADS FUNDRAISING – A FUNDRAISER OR THE HEAD?

Ian Wilmshurst is an experienced head, but 
new to fundraising and who - despite the best 
laid plans – found himself leading a £1 million+ 
fundraising campaign.

“�When�we�decided�we�would�fundraise,�key�members�

of�our�alumni�community�were�adamant�that�

we�should�not�‘hire�a�suit’.�In�other�words,�they�

were�averse�to�us�hiring�someone�from�‘outside’�to�

fundraise.�We,�therefore,�decided�that�our�500th�

Campaign�should�be�led�by�a�greatly-respected�

senior�member�of�staff�who�was�about�to�retire.�

Unfortunately,�due�to�ill�health,�this�individual�

had�to�step�down,�and�so�I�stepped�in�to�lead�the�

Campaign.”�—Ian Wilmshurst, Head

The Head learnt how to lead, and implement, 
major gift fundraising in the situation of the ‘quiet 
phase’ of a live capital campaign. The School’s 
capital campaign team is small: it comprises 
some regular monthly consultancy advice to 
create campaign strategy and framework, the 
head leading the campaign on the school side 
and some important internal admin support 
from an alumni administrator.

Ian Wilmshurst told us that both the turning 
point of the campaign’s ‘quiet phase’, and 
his own direct involvement in the campaign, 
were precipitated by a body of one-to-one 
consultant-led qualitative research with a cross 
section of the School’s parents and alumni. These 
individual research interviews led naturally to the 
Head inviting potentially supportive individuals 
to come and meet with him, see the site, and 
view plans for themselves.

“�We�found�that�personal�contact�with�me�–�where�I�could�explain�our�case�and�show�potential�donors�the�current�

semi-derelict�brown-field�site�–�unlocked�a�lot�of�major�gifts.�Once�individuals�truly�understood�our�need,�significant�

gifts�followed.�My�advice�to�other�heads�would�be�there�is�no�substitute�for�personal�contact,�and�communicating��

with�potential�supporters�yourself.” —Ian Wilmhurst, Head

GOING FORWARDS?

Fundraising successes to date have demonstrated that parents and alumni have a desire to support the 
School. Fundraising income has given the School confidence to consider putting in place permanent staff 
provision to help sustain and expand engagement beyond the 500th Anniversary. However, in this relatively 
small school community it is likely that the Head will continue to play a significant role in regard to helping 
to secure major gifts.

BENEFITS OF THE HEAD BEING ACTIVE IN 
MAJOR GIFT FUNDRAISING

•  One-to-one qualitative 
research, conducted with 
a cross section of parents 
and alumni, overwhelmingly 
showed that that these 
potential supporters held the 
Head in extremely high regard, 
and saw him as the natural 
leader and voice of the 500th 
Campaign.

•  The Head is well-established, 
successful, and clearly liked 
and trusted by the extended 
school community.

•  The Head’s passion for the 
500th Anniversary and his 
commitment to the creation of 
a new Music School as a legacy 
worthy of the 500th, with its 
associated transformation of 
semi-derelict parts of the historic 
heart of the campus, proved 
highly persuasive to potential 
donors. Almost every meeting 
with the Head resulted in a 
significant gift pledge.

STRENGTHS

•  The exceptional nature of the 
500th Anniversary provided 
the opportunity for senior 
leaders to play a major role in 
a 500th-inspired fundraising 
campaign.

•  The quiet-phase target of 
£500,000 has already been 
exceeded, with higher-level 
gifts exceeding previous levels 
of support achieved by the 
School.

•  These early fundraising 
successes also helped respond 
to any fundraising sceptics 
within the school community.

•  This interim model also 
enabled the School to ‘try out’ 
fundraising before committing 
financially to a future 
fundraising staffing model.

•  These early experiences have 
demonstrated the power of 
involving the institution’s most 
senior leader.

CHALLENGES

•  Time pressures: arguably only 
a well-established, or very 
well-organised and resourced 
Head can devote sufficient 
time to major gifts.

•  The Head had little notice that 
he would be stepping in to 
lead the fundraising, which 
necessitated learning how to 
fundraise in the midst of a live 
campaign.

•  This is an interim model; the 
500th Anniversary is a one-off. 
The School will be looking to 
evolve a model of sustaining 
stakeholder engagement 
beyond the 500th.

CASE STUDY: KING’S SCHOOL, BRUTON
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Critics of independent education have been 
predicting its demise for many decades. However, 
the sector has proved to be remarkably robust 
and pupil numbers have remained fairly constant 
despite some difficult financial times. Whilst 
the following chapter does not show any threat 
of demise, it does show a need for change in 
shape, size and structure and, indeed, that very 
considerable change is already underway.

INCREASING NUMBERS OF  
SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN

Superficially the independent sector looks to 
be in good health. Surveys from the ISC1 and 
Department for Education (DfE)2 show that pupil 
numbers have remained largely static over the 
last 15 years, despite economic down-turns over 
this period. Indeed, the 2017 ISC census reports 
that pupil numbers are at their highest level 
since 1974, when ISC records began. However, 
analysis of the UK’s population figures shows 
that there has in fact been a substantial growth 
in the number of school age children – in the 
last ten years the number of children in schools 
in England increased by 4%i. This increase in 
school-age population has not translated into a 
significant increase in the percentage of children 
being educated in the independent sector. We 
shall begin by briefly considering the implications 
of this population growth on the state sector.

i In 2006 there was a total number of 8.23 million pupils in schools in England; by 2016 this figure was 8.56 million pupils. Source: DfE School Census.



In recent years, RSAcademics has worked with many 
schools which were seeking to extend provision by 
expanding age ranges. By offering entry points earlier 
in a child’s life (e.g. at 4 or 11) schools seek to create a 
flow of pupils into the established school. Many heads 
we spoke to describe the desire to create certainty for 
families about school choice:

“�The�London�11+�scene�is�criminal�at�the�moment;�there�are�

too�many�children�sitting�for�too�many�schools.�If�I�visit�

all-through�schools,�it�is�so�refreshing�because�the�pupils�

are�not�beholden�to�cramming�from�Year�5�or�even�Year��

4�to�get�ahead�for�their�11+�-�so�they�can�learn’.”��

 —Chief Executive of a group of schools

When schools are grouped by gender or co-ed, regardless of the age of 
pupil being educated, some clear trends emerge. Since 2008, there has 
been a reduction in both the number of single gender schools and the 
number of pupils being educated in these schools. At the same time, there 
has been an increase in both the number of co-ed schools and the number 
of pupils within these.

SCHOOLS PUPILS

2008 2016 % CHANGE 2008 2016 % CHANGE

Boys 132 112 -15.2% 56,900 50,808 -10.7%

Girls 208 174 -16.3% 90,467 80,393 -11.1%

Co-ed 931 994 6.8% 364,310 387,231 6.3%

TOTAL 1,271 1,280 0.7% 511,677 518,432 1.3%

EXTENDING PROVISION: A MOVE TO ALL-THROUGH SCHOOLS

GROWTH IN CO-ED SCHOOLS

Interestingly, all-through schools are increasingly 
emerging in the state sector too:

“�There�is�a�growing�interest�throughout�the�education�

community�in�the�innovative�reorganisation�of�schools.�

Moving�away�from�the�tradition�of�educating�children�in�

clearly�defined�phase�or�Key�Stage�schools,�many�heads�are�

setting�up�all-age�institutions.”�—Deryn Harvey, Director 

DfE Innovation Unit
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�
Many heads we spoke  
to describe the  
desire to create  
certainty for  
families about  
school choice.

MARKET SHARE
The 2017 ISC census reported a record number of pupils (522,879) being 
educated in independent schools. As we reported in our last Ten Trends 
publication, the participation rates vary significantly by region. However, 
overall the independent sector pupil numbers represent just over 6% of the 
market share – historically the market share has remained fairly consistent 
at this level.
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trend 6

PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS IN ISC SCHOOLS BY REGION

Source: ISC Census 2017
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IN OUR LAST REPORT WE REFERRED TO 
OUR RESEARCH SHOWING A WIDESPREAD 
USE OF A MORE DISPERSED STYLE OF 
LEADERSHIP. This dispersed model 
has largely been created in 
response to the range and remit 
of responsibilities senior leaders in 
schools are now required to fulfil 
and, in addition, as a reflection of 
an increasingly consultative style of 
leadership. Much has been written 
about the increased role of the 
head, but our research shows a 
significantly increased role for the 
bursar too.

 ten trends 2017/18
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CLERK TO THE GOVERNORS

The majority of bursars we spoke to continue to provide support 
to the governing body as the formal clerk to the governors. This 
appears largely unchanged in the last five years, with an ISBA 
survey reporting that 80% of members were also clerk to the 
governors. We did observe that in larger schools there was often 
some form of administrative support too, with a separate clerk 
who is a member of the bursar’s team and who reports directly to 
the bursar. However, it was evident from our discussions that the 
scope of the clerk’s role has grown too; perhaps reflected by the 
fact that there have for some years now been specific and focused 
training courses to provide:

“�a�comprehensive�guide�to�the�obligations�of�the�Clerk�to�the�Governors�

(Charity�Secretary�/�Company�Secretary),�not�only�to�the�statutory�

duties�but�also�the�wide�ranging�responsibilities�of�the�post.”�—Extract 

from a course provided by AGBIS and ISBA

The change in scope is a reflection of the increasingly regulated 
and complex landscape – inspections, charities regulation, financial 
reporting etc., and many bursars referred to the benefit of their 
retaining the role of clerk:

“�Clerk�to�the�Governors�has�always�been�more�than�just�taking�minutes,�

but�the�clerk�also�needs�to�have�an�in-depth�understanding�of�reporting�

and�governance�requirements�and,�given�the�financial�focus�of�much�of�

the�reporting,�it�is�logical�that�I�am�also�clerk.”�—Bursar of a prep school

The debate around the pros and cons of the bursar being clerk to 
the governors has been well rehearsed over the years and we will 
not revisit the arguments here. Suffice to say the need for clear 
lines of management and accountability are essential.

�
IN LARGER SCHOOLS THERE 
WAS OFTEN SOME FORM OF 

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT TOO, WITH 
A SEPARATE CLERK WHO IS A MEMBER 

OF THE BURSAR’S TEAM AND WHO 
REPORTS DIRECTLY TO  

THE BURSAR.
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Our research has highlighted that leadership of key 
professional or function areas is now being delivered 
through dedicated post holders, such as Directors of 
Marketing, Development Directors, HR Managers 
and Estates Managers. It was in these areas in 
particular that schools reported to us the growth in 
senior level appointments over the last five years. 
Such appointments were often made as the result of 
a review of support functions. We found that, whilst 
such specialists were more typically found in larger 
all-through or senior schools, it was not exclusively 
the case. Indeed, in a number of cases, we spoke to 
bursars and heads of smaller schools (typically with 
fewer than 400 pupils) where priority was given in 
the budget for the creation of dedicated marketing 
roles, for example, and to ensure the school was 
able to drive pupil recruitment in a more strategic 
fashion.

The creation of these more specialist function-
specific roles opens up the employment market 
from which schools can recruit. Not only did we find 
evidence of a more diverse range of backgrounds for 
bursars in schools, but we also discovered a breadth 
of blue-chip, legal-firm and customer-service-
industry experience amongst middle managers 
responsible for marketing, HR and finance. For 
some, the transition into the sector may not have 
been a smooth one:

“�Schools�have�a�unique�culture�and�HR�doesn’t�always�

have�the�profile�it�has�in�other�organisations.�This�

requires�making�an�impact�individually,�to�be�viewed�

credibly�in�order�to�make�a�strategic�contribution.”�8

�
 OUR RESEARCH HAS HIGHLIGHTED THAT LEADERSHIP OF  
KEY PROFESSIONAL OR FUNCTION AREAS IS NOW BEING  

DELIVERED THROUGH DEDICATED POST HOLDERS.
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trend 7

EMPLOYING SPECIALIST MANAGERS



fee  
remission

For schools in Scotland the requirement to deliver 
public benefit has been in place for some time and has 
been rigorously enforced by the Office of the Scottish 
Charities Regulator. However, the recent Green 
Paper and subsequent agreement between the ISC 
Associations and DfE have brought the requirement 
that all schools should provide bursaries even more 
sharply into focus:

“�…the�ISC�associations�will�encourage�schools�to�continue�

extending�their�bursary�allocations.�They�will�work�actively�

to�influence�trustees�and�proprietors�to�provide�greater�

numbers�of�high-level�bursaries�(for�instance�80%-110%�

including�additional�funds�as�appropriate�for�uniform,�

accommodation,�school�trips)�for�pupils�from�lower�

income�families.�It�should�be�noted�that�some�schools�have�

relatively�low�fees�and�accessibility�may�be�better�achieved�

through�different�approaches�to�support.�For�example,�a�

school�charging�£4,500�per�annum�might�achieve�the�same�

outcome�of�access�to�lower�income�families�by�providing�

50%�support.�Supporting�disadvantaged�and/or�lower�

income�families�is�the�aim.”�—Extract from the Agreement 

between the ISC associations and the DfE, revised 9th 

March 2017

The combined 
influences of public 
benefit, concerns 
about affordability and 
wanting to maintain 
a mix of pupils from 
different backgrounds 
have pushed bursary 
programmes up the 
agenda of many schools. 
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Every school that participated in 
our research offers bursaries, all 
of which are means-tested, and 
in the region of 5-10% of their 
pupils are benefitting from some 
form of award. They also stated 
that around 1% of pupils at these 
schools were in receipt of a 100% 
bursary. Indeed, all of the heads 
and bursars we spoke to informed 
us that they were now investing a 
greater proportion of funding in 
means-tested bursaries.

Many schools reported the 
ambition to have a ‘needs-blind’ 
process of entrance. However, as 
we have seen, few currently have 
the resources to achieve this. One 
head remarked:

“�Using�fee�income�to�pay�for�

bursaries�ensures�that�the�school�

maintains�its�original�ethos�and�

character�and�our�parents�value�

this,�so�they�understand�the�need�to�

contribute�financially�to�it.”�—Head 

of a day senior school

How these bursaries are funded 
remains a tricky topic for many 
of the heads we interviewed. 
Very few of the participating 
schools had dedicated bursary 
funds available to them, either 
through endowment funds or 
recent fundraising initiatives. The 
majority of independent schools’ 
bursaries (and indeed other types 
of remissions) are still largely 
funded through gross fee income. 
In 2016, 83% of means-tested 
bursaries were financed by schools 
from gross fee income (in 2014 this 
was 79%)3 and was highlighted by 
the National Independent Schools 
Benchmarking Survey and is 
summarised in the chart below:

226

�
In 2016, 83% of means-
tested bursaries were 
financed by schools from 
gross fee income.

Our research highlighted that 
smaller schools are typically funding 
bursaries from gross fee income 
and are less likely to be able to fund 
bursary awards from other sources:

“�Funding�bursaries�to�the�level�we�

would�want�is�becoming�harder�and�

harder�as�we�really�only�have�our�

surplus�to�use.�We�are�looking�at�

investing�in�our�fundraising�to�increase�

the�funds�we�have�available�but,�as�a�

small�school,�cost�management�is�a�real�

focus.”�—Head of a 3-13 prep school
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trend 8

Our focus groups highlighted 
concerns amongst some larger 
schools that sustaining the level of 
funding was becoming increasingly 
challenging:

“�There�are�many�different�demands�

on�fee�income,�so�there�is�a�limit�as�

to�what�you�can�do.�We�have�doubled�

the�amount�of�money�that�we�put�into�

bursaries�on�an�annual�basis,�but�I�

can’t�continue�doing�this.”�—Head of a 

large senior day school

Source: National Benchmarking Report 2014
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In his 2013 survey of the role of independent school 
heads, ‘Heads Up: the challenges facing England’s 
leading head teachers’, Dominic Carman dedicates a 
whole chapter to parents, rightly identifying parent-
school relationships as one of the key challenges head 
teachers face. He comments:

“…�the�modern�parent-school�relationship,�integral�to�our�

education�system,�has�made�parental�involvement�universal�

in�almost�every�aspect�of�school�life:�as�supporters,�

consumers�and�participants.�Accordingly,�the�head’s�

interaction�with�parents�has�come�a�long�way�from�the�

annual�gowned�appearances�on�speech�day�and�a�line�or�

two�in�the�school�report.�Expectations�are�high,�scrutiny�

constant,�delivery�imperative.” 1 

Drawing on data from parental 
satisfaction surveys from 75 schools 
and encompassing the views of almost 
16,000 independent school parents, 
we seek to answer a question that is 
important to every school.

What drives 
parental 
satisfaction?



In senior schools, satisfaction tends to be at its highest when pupils first join 
and then declines in the years towards GCSE. Ratings increase again at the 
start of the Sixth Form and then tail off slightly as A-Levels, career concerns 
and university choices come to the forefront. In all-through schools, there 
is a risk that familiarity may breed contempt, as the parents of children who 
have been through the junior school are generally less satisfied than those 
who joined for senior school only.
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“�
…there is a risk that familiarity may breed 
contempt, as the parents of children who 
have been through the junior school are 
generally less satisfied than those who 

joined for senior school only.

HOW SATISFIED ARE PARENTS?

The chart maps the key measures 
of parental satisfaction and 
advocacy and the extent to which 
the school has met expectations 
by year group.
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WHICH FACTORS MOST STRONGLY INFLUENCE THE CHOICE OF SCHOOL?

Certain aspects of a school are highly influential in the decision-making process, regardless of the type of school. 
These four factors were most likely to be identified as decisive or very important when making the choice:

“�We�chose�the�school�because�it�is�co-educational,�academic,�

has�a�relatively�broad�cross�section�of�children�culturally�and�

financially,�and�is�a�stimulating�and�happy�environment.”��

—Parent, senior co-ed day school

“��Our�reasons�for�choosing�were:�great�facilities,�a�

well-rounded�approach�to�academics,�broad�curriculum,�

sports�and�extra-curricular�activities.�Most�importantly�the�

pastoral�care�was�impressive�and�we�had�a�lot�of�positive�

feedback�from�parents�who�were�very�happy�with�it.”��

—Parent, senior girls’ boarding school

  THE ATMOSPHERE AND  
ETHOS OF THE SCHOOL (95%)

  TEACHING FACILITIES AND 
RESOURCES (86%)

 THE ACADEMIC STANDARDS (85%)

  YOUR OPINION OF THE STAFF AND 
PUPILS YOU MET (77%)
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THE CHANGING POLITICAL 
LANDSCAPE AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS IN THE UK

No long-term strategising can take place without consideration of the 
political landscape which surrounds and shapes our schools, and so 
the final trend in this report looks at what the political context might 

mean for independent schools in the UK.

Ten Trends 2017/18 is designed to help governors and senior staff  
in independent schools think strategically about the future. 
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trend 10

Given the rapidly changing and unpredictable nature of 
that political landscape, however, we chose to address 
this topic in a way which differs from other sections in 
this report. We decided to invite a panel of experts to a 
discussion hosted by Coutts, in London, at the end of July 
2017 and then publish a shortened transcript of what was 
said on the RSAcademics website. 

The conversation proved to be exceptionally thought-
provoking; at times worrying, at other times uplifting 
and full of optimism and raising significant questions 
throughout about the future of independent schools and 
how they might thrive in what appears to be an increasingly 
hostile environment. 

The discussion was chaired by David James, Deputy 
Head Academic, Bryanston School (formerly in charge 
of the Sunday Times Festival of Education at Wellington 
College and a “teacher in residence” at the Department 
for Education, David is also co-editor with Ian Warwick of 
World Class – tackling the ten biggest challenges facing schools 
today).

To download the transcript of the discussion  
please visit www.rsacademics.co.uk/ten-trends-2017-18  
and enter the code TTPL where prompted.

Other participants were:

Durell Barnes, Head of Governance and 
Compliance services at RSAcademics 
(until 2016 Deputy Director and Head 
of Communications at the Independent 
School Inspectorate)

Sonia Blandford, CEO and Founder of 
Achievement for All (is also Professor of 
Education and Social Enterprise at the 
Institute of Education, a prolific writer 
and an advisor to governments around 
the world)

Jenny Brown, Headmistress of St 
Albans High School for Girls (sits on the 
Advisory Board of the New College of 
the Humanities, HMC’s Membership 
Committee and the Professional 
Development Committee of GSA)

Patrick Derham, Head Master of 
Westminster School (played a key role 
in setting up the SpringBoard Bursary 
Foundation and is Deputy Chairman of 
Trustees of IntoUniversity)

Sam Freedman, Executive Director at 
Teach First (previously Senior Policy 
Adviser to the Secretary of State at the 
DfE, Head of Education at think tank 
Policy Exchange and a current Director  
of Floreat Education)

Heath Monk, Executive Director of King 
Edward VI Foundation in Birmingham 
(previously CEO of The Future Leaders 
Trust and the country’s first Deputy 
Schools Commissioner for England)

Claire Oulton, Head of Leadership 
Appointments at RSAcademics (a 
Headmistress for 20 years, Claire is now 
a Governor of several independent and 
state schools

Ian Warwick, Senior Director of London 
Gifted and Talented (a widely published 
writer and influential pioneer in the 
improvement of education provision for 
BME and EAL students in the UK, as well 
as a sought-after advisor to schools and 
school groups in Middle East and Asia)

From Coutts: David Marsden, Head of 
Professional Services and Daniel Shea, 
Investment Director
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BOOK A TEN TRENDS 2017/18 PRESENTATION
The ideal way to absorb the findings of the 
RSAcademics Ten Trends 2017/18 report and consider 
their impact on your school is to arrange a Ten Trends 
presentation for your school’s next leadership team 
meeting or governing body’s away-day.

Priced at £800*, every engaging session will be led by 
Russell Speirs (CEO and Founder of RSAcademics), 
Claire Oulton (Head of Leadership Appointments)  
or Heather Styche-Patel (Head of Strategy, Marketing 
and Research) and over the course of around two 
hours there will be time to discuss the key learnings 
for your school. 

Presentation dates may be booked by contacting 
Susie Inman. T  + 44 (0)1858 467449 

E susieinman@rsacademics.co.uk

* Price applies to standard Ten Trends 2017/18 presentation in the UK and 

includes one complimentary copy of the report. Fees for bespoke and 

international presentations will be quoted on an individual basis. 

All prices are subject to VAT (where applicable) and expenses.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
During the course of 2016 our researchers underwent 
a period of intensive fact finding, deploying a range 
of techniques including desk research and our own 
qualitative and quantitative primary research. We 
reviewed an extensive range of published articles and 
reports on all of the Ten Trends topics. In addition, 
we undertook in depth interviews with specialists and 
experts in each of the areas. Online surveys, focusing 
on a number of specific areas, were distributed to over 
800 schools.

We held seven focus group discussions with 94 heads, 
chairs of governors, bursars, development directors 
and other sector influencers in London, Bath and 
Manchester. The outcomes of which were used to 
inform 113 in-depth face-to-face and telephone 
interviews that were carried out in the autumn of 2016 
and the spring of 2017.

Over the course of the project our research involved: 

185 heads and deputy heads

16 chairs of governors and governors

37 bursars and finance directors

12 marketing and development directors

12 senior members of independent school associations 
and professional bodies

In addition, we also interviewed representatives 
from the Department for Education; educational 
practice groups in legal and accountancy firms and 
international education organisations.

The participating schools were a mix of boarding 
and day schools, senior, junior and all-through, from 
England, Scotland and Wales and a variety of sizes, for 
girls, boys or both.

We are grateful for the support of all of those 
individuals, who agreed to participate on an 
anonymous basis in our latest research.

TREND 9

TREND 8
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